The anterior prefrontal cortex is known to subserve higher cognitive functions such as task management and planning. Less is known, however, about the functional specialization of this cortical region in humans. Using functional MRI, we report a double dissociation: the medial anterior prefrontal cortex, in association with the ventral striatum, was engaged preferentially when subjects executed tasks in sequences that were expected, whereas the polar prefrontal cortex, in association with the dorsolateral striatum, was involved preferentially when subjects performed tasks in sequences that were contingent on unpredictable events. These results parallel the functional segregation previously described between the medial and lateral premotor cortex underlying planned and contingent motor control and extend this division to the anterior prefrontal cortex, when task management and planning are required. Thus, our findings support the assumption that common frontal organizational principles underlie motor and higher executive functions in humans.
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striatum ͉ task switching ͉ anticipation T he prefrontal cortex in humans is known to subserve higher executive functions such as task management and planning (1) (2) (3) . Patients with prefrontal lesions have been reported to be impaired in managing multiple-task situations (4) (5) (6) . Brainimaging experiments have found anterior prefrontal activations during problem solving that required subjects to perform sequences of moves (7, 8) . Specifically, the posterior prefrontal cortex, in association with the premotor cortex, was found to subserve basic executive processes including the maintenance of information in mind over time (working memory; refs. 9-12) and the allocation of attentional resource between successive tasks (task switching; refs. [13] [14] [15] . In contrast, the anterior prefrontal cortex was shown to be engaged selectively in processes integrating working memory and task switching, i.e., holding temporarily in mind an ongoing task to complete first intermediate (sub)tasks (branching; ref. 14) .
Several studies have reported functional divisions within the posterior prefrontal cortex, along the ventrodorsal axes, based on the modality of processed information (spatial vs. object, refs. 16 and 17; see, however, counterevidence in refs. [18] [19] [20] or the type of information processing (maintenance vs. manipulation; ref. 21) . Less is known, however, about the functional divisions within the anterior prefrontal cortex. Because this region seems to be involved selectively in branching processes, a possible hypothesis about functional dissociations can be inferred from theoretical studies that have suggested distinct computational strategies in processing task sequences depending on the subject's expectations and environmental contingencies. In particular, a conceptual distinction between total-order and partialorder plans (i.e., task sequences) was emphasized (22) (23) (24) (25) . Briefly, in total-order plans, intermediate tasks are evoked successively and executed according to a fixed, previously set sequence to complete a primary goal. In partial-order plans, in contrast, the intermediate tasks are evoked and executed in sequences that are contingent on unpredictable events. A related distinction between endogenous (i.e., total-order) and exogenous (i.e., partial-order) task-switching processes has been suggested in cognitive psychology (26) .
It is unknown whether distinct anterior prefrontal networks are engaged in performing endogenous and exogenous plans. Nevertheless, previous studies that explored brain mechanisms underlying motor control have shown that performing endogenously driven sequences of movements involved preferentially the medial premotor cortex, whereas performing movements in reaction to sensory events involved preferentially the lateral premotor cortex (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) . Assuming that the cortical bases underlying motor and higher executive control obey common organizational principles, we tested the hypothesis, based on these previous studies, that processing endogenous and exogenous plans would involve distinct anterior prefrontal networks along a medial lateral axis.
Methods
Behavioral Protocol. We tested this hypothesis by using functional MRI in six normal right-handed human subjects (three females and three males, aged 20-28 years), while they were performing sequences of matching tasks on a series of visually presented letters by pressing hand-held response buttons (see Fig. 1 for details). Subjects were tested by using a branching paradigm that, as we have previously shown, engages the anterior prefrontal cortex selectively (14) . Subjects were required to perform a primary task repeatedly but were occasionally cued to hold the primary task temporarily, in mid performance, to complete intermediate tasks first.
Subject expectations were manipulated further by embedding the branching paradigm within predictable and unpredictable conditions. In the random (i.e., unpredictable) condition, subjects suspended the primary task contingent on letter cues presented randomly. In the predictive condition, in contrast, cues were predictable and presented at fixed times. Thus, the two conditions were identical except that tasks were performed either in fixed sequences (endogenous plans) or in sequences contingent on unpredictable cues (exogenous plans). In particular, working memory load (i.e., time duration and number of items in working memory) and task-switching demand (i.e., switch frequencies) remained similar in both conditions (see Fig.  1 legend) .
The two experimental conditions were compared with a control condition. In this baseline condition, subjects performed direct visuomotor associations on a continuously repeated sixletter sequence. Associations between stimuli and motor response were determined as in the experimental conditions to prevent interference (crosstalk) between conditions. Subjects, who were asked to respond as in the experimental conditions, just repeated a fixed sequence of key presses in response to the fixed sequence of stimuli. In contrast, in the predictive condition, the sequence of stimuli and motor responses were random, but the sequence of tasks was fixed. Finally, in the random condition, sequences of stimuli, responses, and tasks were random. Subjects were instructed about the informational structure of each testing block by visual signals presented right before the onset of each block.
Functional MRI Procedures. The experiment was administered in six scanning runs. Each run included three blocks of 40 trials for the random, predictive, and control conditions. The resulting 18 blocks were ordered pseudorandomly into two Latin-squares such that each condition appeared at each serial position within a run and that every condition was preceded twice by every other condition within the whole experiment. This design helped prevent confounding effects such as order of presentation, head movement, or scanner drift. Subjects were given standard instructions to respond both quickly and accurately. The EXPE software package was used to present stimuli and to collect behavioral performance (34) . Subjects provided written informed consent in accordance with the guidelines at the National Institutes of Health. A standard 1.5 GE signa whole-body and RF coil scanner were used to perform a high resolution structural scan for each subject followed by six runs of 128 functional axial scans synchronized with stimulus presentation (TR 3 s, TE 40 ms, flip angle 90°, FOV 24 cm, acquisition matrix 64 ϫ 64, number of slices 18, thickness 6 mm).
All functional MRI data were processed with the SPM96 (36) .
In accordance with our prediction, only frontal activations were examined (active regions larger than 11 mm ϫ 11 mm ϫ 11 mm, i.e., 26 contiguous active voxels; P Ͻ 0.05). Because medial and lateral frontal regions are known to form parallel frontostriatal loops (37, 38) , basal ganglia activations were also examined (Ͼ26 voxels; P Ͻ 0.05). As usual, Bonferroni correction for the number of tested voxels in the frontal lobes (i.e., voxels with the Talairach coordinate y Ͼ Ϫ25) was used to modify statistical thresholds to determine which regions were active in specified comparisons. Uncorrected statistical thresholds were reported whenever a given region was tested in specified comparisons.
Results
Behavioral Performances. The subjects' behavioral performance, recorded during scanning, indicated no significant variations in accuracy across conditions [F(2,10) ϭ 1.2; P Ͼ 0.35]. Error rates were virtually identical in both experimental conditions and slightly lower in the control condition (see Fig. 2 Right). As expected, however, mean RTs were found to increase significantly from the control to the predictive and random conditions [F(2,10) ϭ 7.7; P ϭ 0.01; Fig. 2 Left]. Moreover, there was a significant time by condition interaction [F(2,10) ϭ 14.4; P ϭ 0.0011]. RTs increased significantly over time in the random condition [F(1,5) ϭ 7.52; P ϭ 0.04]. In the control condition, RTs decreased significantly over time [F(1,5) ϭ 6.5; P ϭ 0.05]. No significant variations were found in the predictive condition (F Ͻ 1). In addition, the difference in RTs in the predictive, compared with the random condition, was magnified significantly with time [interaction F(1,5) ϭ 13.2; P Ͻ 0.015]. These dissimilar behavioral profiles support the hypothesis that distinct processes are engaged in each condition. In particular, the results indicate that subjects gradually developed expectations of the task sequence to be performed in the predictive compared with the random condition. In the control condition, the decreasing RTs reflect Fig. 1 . Behavioral protocol. Stimuli were pseudorandom sequences of lower and uppercase letters from the word ''tablet'' presented on a screen (500-ms duration; 3,000-ms stimulus-onset-asynchrony; 33% uppercase and 66% lowercase letters). In the random condition, lowercase and uppercase letters were (pseudo)randomly intermixed (the mean stimulus-onset-asynchrony between uppercase letters was maintained at 6.3 s). In the predictive condition, uppercase letters were presented every three letters (stimulus-onsetasynchrony ϭ 9 s). In both conditions, subjects performed as follows. The primary task was performed on capital letters: subjects were required to determine whether two successively presented capital letters were also in immediate succession in the word ''tablet'' (like B-L). This backward matching task was performed (although delayed) even when lowercase letters were presented between capital letters (occurring 12 times in each testing block for both conditions). The intermediate tasks were performed on lowercase letters: whenever a lowercase letter appeared right after a capital letter, subjects had to determine whether this lowercase letter was a ''t''. For subsequent lowercase letters, subjects had to determine whether two successively presented lowercase letters were also in immediate succession in the word ''tablet'' (as in the primary task). In the control condition (not shown), a six-letter sequence was presented repeatedly seven times in each block (e.g., A e t a B t A e t a B t A e t a B t. . . , etc.). Subjects were asked to produce responses as described above. As a result, they repeatedly executed the same motor response to stimuli that were repeated. In all conditions, the proportion of left (nonmatching stimulus) and right (matching stimulus) hand responses was 60%. visuomotor facilitation, because subjects repeated the exact same stimulus motor response sequences over time.
Functional MRI Results. We first investigated brain regions involved in both random and predictive conditions relative to baseline (see Table 1 ; Figs. 3 and 4) . Those regions were computed by identifying voxels with significant activations in both experimental conditions collapsed together compared with baseline (Z Ͼ 4.2; P Ͻ 0.05, corrected) and then by selecting those with significant activations in each experimental condition compared separately to baseline (Z Ͼ 3.09; P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected). Activations were found in the medial and lateral premotor cortex (BA 6 and BA 44) and bilaterally in the dorsomedial (BA 8) and mediopolar prefrontal cortex (BA 10). Bilateral activations in the thalamus were also observed ( Second, we identified brain regions with significant activations in the random compared with the predictive conditions (Z Ͼ 4.2; P Ͻ 0.05, corrected). Activations were located mainly in the bilateral frontopolar cortex (BA 10) and extended to the adjacent dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (BA 8͞9͞46; Table 1 , Random Ͼ predictive; Figs. 3 Left and 4 Left). Additional bilateral premotor cortex (BA 6 and left BA 44), pre-SMA, and ventral cingulate activations were observed. Activations were also found in the left dorsolateral striatum (left putamen). All these active regions were significantly active in the random condition when compared with baseline (Z Ͼ 3.09; P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected). Among those regions, the premotor, dorsomedial, and mediopolar prefrontal regions were activated in both branching conditions relative to baseline as described above. In contrast, none of the other regions, including the bilateral frontopolar regions and the left putamen (Fig. 3 a-aЈ and ␣ and Fig. 4 a-aЈ and ␣), were found to be activated significantly in the predictive condition when compared with baseline (Z Ͻ 1.7; P Ͼ 0.05, uncorrected).
Third, we examined regions with significant activations in the predictive compared with the random conditions (Z Ͼ 4.2; P Ͻ 0.05, corrected). Activations were located bilaterally in the anterior medial prefrontal͞cingulate cortex (BA 32͞10; Table 1 , Predictive Ͼ random; Fig. 3 Right c-cЈ and Fig. 4 Right c-cЈ). Additional activations in the left anterior ventral striatum (caudate͞accumbens nuclei; Figs. 3␥ and 4␥) were observed. All these regions were also significantly active in the predictive condition relative to baseline (Z Ͼ 3.09; P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected), and none were found to be involved in the random condition compared with baseline (Z Ͻ 1.7; P Ͼ 0.05, uncorrected).
The behavioral results indicated that subjects gradually developed expectations of the task sequence to be performed in the predictive compared with the random condition. As a result, regions involved in the random condition might also be involved in the predictive condition only transiently in the first trials. Therefore, post hoc analyses were carried out to identify activations in regions involved in the random condition relative to baseline (Z Ͼ 4.2; P Ͻ 0.05, corrected as above) with significant time by condition interactions between the predictive and control conditions. The analyses revealed only transient activations in the mediopolar prefrontal cortex described above as engaged in both branching conditions (Fig. 4 b-bЈ) . The MR signal in those regions increased significantly during the early trials in the predictive condition relative to baseline (contrast between the early hemodynamic response regressors: Z Ͼ 3.09; P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected) but returned to baseline levels afterward (interaction predictive-control conditions by early-late hemodynamic response factors: Z Ͼ 3.09; P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected).
Finally, group results were confirmed in single-subject analyses. A similar medial vs. lateral prefrontal dissociation between the predictive and random conditions was observed in five of the six subjects. Moreover, we found the same dissociation in a follow-up experiment by using two different tasks in which eight additional normal right-handed subjects also performed sequences that were executed in predictive and random conditions.
Discussion
The present results confirmed the predicted functional dissociation within the anterior prefrontal cortex. Relative to baseline, the lateral anterior prefrontal cortex (BA 10͞46) was engaged only when subjects processed exogenous plans. In contrast, the medial anterior prefrontal cortex (BA 32͞10) was involved only when subjects processed endogenous plans, whereas the mediopolar prefrontal region was found to disengage gradually as our subjects' anticipation about task sequences developed over time. White bars indicate spatial relationships between coronal and axial views. Arrows with letters refer to plots in Fig. 4 and the nomenclature in Table 1 . Fig. 4 . Dynamic of activation profiles recorded at foci of activations shown in Fig. 3 during the random (filled diamonds), predictive (open diamonds), and control (crosses) conditions. x axis, time from block onset (0) to offset (120 s). y axis, adjusted MR signal changes expressed in relative percentage of the mean MR signal during the control condition. Letters refer to foci shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1 .
Behavioral performance provides evidence that those distinctive patterns of activation were unlikely to result only from variations of mental effort or perceptual demand across conditions. For example, in the frontopolar cortex, the MR signal changes observed across conditions were maximal in the first series of trials, when, as shown by behavioral data, variations of task difficulty were minimal across conditions. In the same way, no signal increase in the predictive compared with the control condition was observed in the same region in the late trials, when the perceptual demand in the control condition was minimal (because letter-response expectations were maximal). These data are in accordance with previous studies that revealed no direct relationship between frontopolar activations and task difficulty (13, 14, 39) or perceptual demand (14, 39, 40) .
Although working memory loads (mean duration of response delays) were matched between the two experimental conditions, it is possible that lateral prefrontal activation might have resulted from the few response delays that were longer in the random condition than the fixed delay in the predictive condition. This interpretation, however, is ruled out by previous results showing that delay duration in similar working memory tasks is not, in itself, a factor inducing the activation of specific cortical regions (14) .
The present results, instead, provide evidence that lateral anterior prefrontal regions are involved only when tasks are evoked and executed in sequences contingent on unexpected events, i.e., when task switching is contingent on unexpected events. The dissociation was observed mainly in the frontopolar regions. Those regions were shown previously to be engaged selectively in branching processes, i.e., in processes integrating task switching and working memory, when subjects are required to hold an ongoing task temporarily to complete intermediate tasks first (14) . In contrast, task-switching processes alone, even when contingent on unpredictable events, were shown to involve premotor and posterior prefrontal regions similar to premotor activations observed in the present study (13) (14) (15) . Therefore, we conclude that those frontopolar regions subserve, specifically, processes underlying the on-line integration of intermediate (sub)tasks within an ongoing primary task.
Conversely, when the sequences of primary and intermediate tasks were parts of a previously set plan, the anterior medial prefrontal cortex was found to be specifically involved. These medial regions are located much more anteriorly than those involved in processing fixed sequences of movements, like sequences performed in the present control condition, which generally include the medial premotor cortex (e.g., ref. 28) . Furthermore, the evoked responses in the anterior medial prefrontal regions were similar in the control and random conditions, indicating that those regions are engaged in processing fixed sequences of tasks rather than movements.
Our results are consistent with previous studies that reported anterior medial prefrontal activation when subjects were instructed to anticipate and move at specified times (e.g., every 5 s; refs. 41 and 42) . Although several interpretations may be invoked in those studies, our findings suggest that medial prefrontal activation may have resulted from performing fixed sequences of tasks (e.g., counting up to five, then acting, counting again up to five, then acting, etc.). Furthermore, it has been reported recently in monkeys that neurons in the anterior cingulate͞medial prefrontal cortex encoded task progress and ranks in multiple-trial schedules (43, 44) . Those medial prefrontal activations may reflect processes controlling sequential progression, anticipatory processes evoking the next tasks to be performed, or monitoring processes validating a posteriori an anticipated task based on stimulus information. The present block design is limited in contrasting those processes, and further work should help disentangle these interpretations. One additional unresolved issue is whether those medial prefrontal activations are involved in performing any predictive task sequence or only those with specific attributes, like sequences combining primary and intermediate (sub)tasks as in the present study.
The anterior cingulate͞medial prefrontal cortex, especially its rostral part, is also known to be involved in autonomic activity and internal emotional responses and to play an important role in linking cognitive and affective processes for regulating behaviors (see review in ref. 45 ). In particular, autonomic and emotional activities have been proposed to be associated with anticipatory and predictive processes (46) . Our results are consistent with this view, showing that this cortical region was involved only when subjects anticipated task sequences to be performed.
The anterior medial prefrontal activations reported herein were accompanied by activations in the ventral striatum, whereas the anterior lateral prefrontal activations were accompanied by dorsolateral striatal activations (Fig. 5 ). In agreement with our results, the ventral striatum is known to receive projections from the medial prefrontal cortex preferentially, whereas the dorsal striatal regions are connected to the lateral prefrontal cortex preferentially (see review in ref. 47 ). Moreover, neurons in the ventral striatum were shown in monkeys to process expectations and to encode progress in previously set behavioral plans (48, 49) .
In summary, our results showed that performing previously set sequences of tasks and performing successive tasks in sequences that are contingent on unexpected events are mediated by functionally segregated frontostriatal networks within the anterior frontal lobes. This finding provides experimental evidence for theoretically dissociating exogenous and endogenous taskswitching processes (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) and reveals key differences in information processing between the previously described medial and lateral frontostriatal anatomical circuits that project from and to the anterior prefrontal cortex (refs. 37 and 38; see Fig. 5 ).
The functional segregation reported herein extends mainly along the mediolateral axis. This segregation is a priori consistent with functional divisions proposed along the ventrodorsal axis in the posterior prefrontal cortex based on the modality of processed information (spatial vs. object) or the type of information processing (maintenance vs. manipulation; refs. 16 and 21) . Furthermore, our findings parallel the functional specialization observed in the premotor cortex for motor control. The medial premotor cortex was shown to be involved preferentially in executing fixed motor sequences and internally driven movements, whereas the lateral premotor cortex was found to be involved preferentially in executing movements in response to external stimuli (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) . Thus, the specialization observed along the mediolateral axis in the premotor and anterior prefrontal cortex seems to reflect similar functional differentiations, supporting the view that the functional mapping of frontal processes underlying motor and higher-order executive controls obeys common organizational principles.
To conclude, it is worth noting that the medial prefrontal cortex and the lateral prefrontal cortex regions are considered to belong to two distinct architectonic trends within the human prefrontal cortex (see review in ref. 50) . The medial trend is thought to be phylogenetically and ontogenetically older than the lateral trend, which is considered to be especially well developed in humans (3, 51) . Those distinctive properties may suggest that the ability to carry out predictive plans or learned procedures may occur phylogenetically and ontogenetically earlier than the ability to process contingent plans, i.e., to adjust dynamically the sequential structure of on-going plans to new environmental demands, which may represent more evolved adaptive behavior specific to human adults.
